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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTIO
1.1 Electronic Commerce on the Internet
The World Wide Web has elevated business communication to new heights in the
last decade. Internet protocol routing coupled with optical networks can create high
speed ac ess to massive amounts of information residing on super computers. Thus web
usage has grown beyond browsing and text search to include new functions such as
seamless cross platform exchange of data with different semantics, and intelligent
interactr applications for information processing. Companies have often made the
mistake of underestimating the role of the web in electronic commerce as am re
marketing tool to attract customers. Instead the failures in electronic bu iness venture
teach us that it is a vital transformation needed for improving business collaborations
and business transactions with partners, customers, and employees. Companies should
commit themselves to an aggressive strategy for an electronic business infrastructure at
the network edge to automate customer-to-business, employee-to-business, and
business-to-business transactions with its databases. It should keep up with the latest
advances in network technology to ensure a secure and smooth access to its resource.
A newcomer to electronic commerce is overwhelmed by the problem of
streamlining his business operations for an Internet market. It begins by
developing customer friendly software solutions to automate business interaction
with customers, employees and busin ss partner . Applic tion er rand
database servers are needed to host the applications and back offic tern
involved in these operations. In addition network perim ter de i
authentication servers and access control directories are needed to monit r. and
authorize traffic. An assessment of. the risk involved with different clas e of
transactions will determine the security protocols and monitoring tools necessary
to authorize, authenticate and secure traffic.
1.2 Background
The company, Geneseek Inc., is a biotechnology company based in Lincoln,
Nebraska. It provides special research services to organizations like pharmaceutical
companies, biotechnology ventures, and universities. Their gene discovery and DNA
(deoxyribonucleic acid) analysis services include automated DNA sequencing,
genotyping, and fragment analysis. The company currently has a web presence in tb
fonn of static pages covering product description and company profile. In ord r to
establish a competitive advantage the company must establish a reliable and functional
web interface to automate its business-to-customer and business-to-business
communication needs. In this process they aspire to build the world's first "virtual
laboratory" on the Internet. Given the past history of insecurity and best effort service
until a few years ago, the Internet could not guarantee a secure exchange of DNA
information. Internet privacy and secrecy is a relatively new concept that has been
gaining momentum in the past few years and protocols are constantly evolving to keep
up with the demands of the market. A new venture is not only faced with the task of
accurately assessing the security risks and reviewing the best counter measures
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available in the market, but also e pected to constantJy r and pdat t chooto to
meet the current and future demands by partners for direct acce s pri 'Ie to int mal
data systems using directory service . As the business expand thinfra tructU.f hould
step up to support services such as applications that allow cross platform exchange
between proprietary applications, as well as applications that allow direct directory-to-
directory interaction [18].
1.3 Purpose of the Project
The company, Geneseek Inc., needs assistance in identifying an effective strategy
for its migration to the web. This project focuses primarily on designing and
implementing a working model of a back office system to manage customer information
and customer related operations of the workflow such as accounting, inventory, and
order logs, etc. Relevant web applications are created to satisfy the needs of customers,
employees, and partners who wish to interact with the back office system. y t III and
network advances necessary to handle the added influx of busine s generated by the
new business opportunities are determined. In addition the security concern of
partners, customers and the company has been reviewed and tbe latest alternative
evaluated to recommend a reliable mechanism to monitor access points to the network,
authorize and encrypt sensitive transactions. Ioteroperability of protocol
implementations at remote sites and the central office is a major consideration for
selecting communication protocols and network security protocols for connecting
multiple remote networks to the corporate office. Another problem is that there are too
many new products in the market with little or no field-testing supporting their claims.
The best way to follow through with a transition strategy under such circumstances is to
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reassess alternatives and readjust the transition strategy to accommoda tba k and
new demands. The fundamental purpose of this project is to assess the altemat
technologies and recommend the ones that significantly enhance b op r ion for
Geneseek.
1.4 Objectives of this Project
1.4.1 Develop and Implement Interactive Web Application
There are few web tools for developing business applications for a virtual
laboratory. This process is complex and requires a thorough understanding of
workflow. The main objective is to create customized web applications that
mediate dynamic interaction between a corporate database and the customers and
employees at remote locations. Customers with standard access privileges are
able to regi ster as a new user, enter orders, and sample descriptions from a
remote location. They can track payments, order status, account history, and
balance information from the convenience of their homes using an Internet
connection. Additional applications are accessible to privileged customers who
adopt special security measures at remote locations. In addition a set of
applications are available for employees on location or at remote locations to
access relevant databases to modify and update information. Geneseek should
also fe-engineer its back office system to host its web applications. This new
function requires a separate relational database to manage client related
information. The database is designed to store client information, order logs,
sample details, payment information, and account balance. Web' applications act
as a front end to the database. It consists of web pages, and Common Gateway
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Interface (CGI) programs that trigger database queries and pro edure to modify
or query database information on the fly.
The company prefers to maintain a vendor independent infra truoture for its
web business. In keeping with the financial limitations of a new venture th y
want to make the best sense of their investment. By adopting Linux a the
network operating system, and associated Internet software's such as Apache
Server, and Sybase Adaptive Server, it can achieve its goals at an affordable co t
[I lJ·
1.4.2 Enterprise Infrastructure for Secure Web Operations
Definitions such as "virtual laboratory", "virtual enterprise", and "knowledge
networks" are relatively new concepts for which there are no set standards on the
Internet. Application developers that launch these functions want to use the
Internet as a medium of communication between computer ystems and people
engaged in data intensive tasks and collaborations [18].
The Internet, as such, lacks intelligence and has no guarantee for secrecy and
authenticity of transaction. Security measures are imposed at the network
perimeter to authorize access to clients and employees on the basis of an
authentication mechanism that proves the identity of the remote bost. Because of
the sensitive nature of laboratory records, additional measures are needed to
encrypt sensitive files before it leaves the corporate premises.
In order to qualify as a virtual laboratory, and deliver on the promises made to the
biotechnology community it is imperative that tbe company's web infrastructure be
designed to incorporate state of the art technology to meet the following service
expectations:
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• Enable multiple secure remote sessions over the Internet for limited
access to customer's personal information databases such as inventory,
order logs and account information for the sake of automating customer
related operations. Such sessions require mutual authorization of clients
involved in a communication. In addition data should be exchanged
securely by using a suitable encryption algorithm.
• Enable secure read access for partners to specific databases that store test
results and other information.
• Enable secure remote access over the Internet for employees who wish to
manage operations from home.
• Identify a suitable mechanism for managing client authorization using
passwords or public keys.
• Identify suitable precautionary measures and monitoring devices for
strengthening the network perimeter to minimize the occurrence of
vulnerabilities and block unauthorized traffic.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
2.1 Dynamic Web Applications
The use of Common Gateway Interface (CGI) programs enables web servers to
generate web pages with dynamic web content. They allow web servers to customize
server response to suit the specific nature of enquiries from remote clients. This new
feature attracted enterprises to offer unique business services such as customer driven
applications that answer customer queries with up-to-date information from system
servers and databases [1]. Gundavaran describes the various steps involved in building
interactive web applications by solving some practical problems [I]. He describes how
CGI programs can be formulated to generate forms for accepting questions from u ers,
and how it operates as a web gateway by executing SQL queries on behalf of remote
clients to access information stored on information servers such as Usenet, Oracle, and
Sybase [1]. He then outlines how the data read from the servers can be reformatted, and
modified with appropriate HTML tags to prepare a virtual document for the client.
Figure (2.1) describes the steps involved in a typical web gateway application.
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HTML Page
Web Browser
Request
COl Program
Web Gateway
Figure (2.1)
An Interactive Business Application
Adapted from [11
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Guidelines from his book were used to develop web gateway applications to allow
customers to post orders, ask questions about accounts and payments made, and access
files that store test results from database. Another group ofapplications were generated
for the employees to manage certain business operations from remote site.
2.2 RDBMS for a Client/Server Environment
Sybase Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) compete In a
commercial market that places high expectations on a distributed client server
environment for managing information resources. The Sybase database system
has improved over the years to keep up with the exponential growth in client
population, size of databases, and volume of transactions. Anderson describes
some new features in Sybase 11 that has earned a reputation for reliability and
high performance in a transaction intensive business environment [2].
The key techniques include [2]:
• Online Transaction Processing (OLTP)
• Decision Support Systems (DSS) to add intelligence to the server
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• Support for very large databa es
• Support for hundreds or thousands of concurrent u ers and their mi.xJ d
workload of transactions
• Ability to handle high transaction volume and maintain performance
standards using techniques like parallel processing, and multithreading.
• Scalability
Sybase RDBMS fits the requirements of a typical web based business
environment so it is a suitable choice for managing information for Geneseek s
back office system.
Performance is at the core of any database implementation, so it is important
to maintain the same priority in designing the logical concepts for the database,
and the physical layout of the database. Sybase has some efficient programming
features such as control-of-flow, triggers, stored procedures, rules, and defaults
on its latest Transact SQL server [2]. Additional performance benefits are
achieved by identifying the most appropriate layout for the tables 0 that data
necessary for transactions can be accessed with fewer queries and input/output
operations. Anderson suggests the use of index to identify records, clustered
index to maximize cache usage, normalized tables to avoid repetition of
attributes in multiple tables, and SQL join statements to combine data on related
tables [2].
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-User databases, database tables, p1"ocedures, vi s, and rule are id utifi d as
objects within the server. databa e.owner.objectnam is a tandard naming
format for database objects.
2.2.1.1 Indexing
Indexes are data structures that store the record key and the address of
the table records. Indexes are arranged in asoending order of the keys and
the records are arranged in the same order as the keys. Indexes help in
reducing time needed for search operations, and maximizing the efficiency
of a storage cache. Column names in tables are clustered
based on the order in which application procedures access records
from a table [2J.
2.2.1.2 Referential Integrity
SQL statements can join tables only if they have a one-to-many
relationship. This relationship is enforced by Referential Integrity (Rl)
constraints that prevent updates or changes to the database tables that violate
the relationship. Declarative Referential Integrity (DRI) is the explicit
declaration of a primary key and foreign key when tables are first created
[2J. RI can also be enforced using procedures called triggers. Triggers enlist
the rules needed to maintain RI when related tables are updated using
INSERT, DELETE, and UPDATE commands. It executes a RQLLBACK
TRANSACTION command if database updates do not comply with the Rl
rules [2].
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2.2.1.3 Defaults and Rules
These object ensure that only acceptable value are a ign d' 0 olumns,
A default value is assigned to a column automatically if no value i specified
for the column in an INSERT command. Rules en ure that values a signed to
a column abide by the restrictions imposed on the column [2].
2.2.1.4 Interactive SQL
Business applications use an Interactive SQL (ISQL) interface to interact
with the SQL server. CGI programs oreate executable files that oontain
commands to initiate an ISQL interface. The executable file then passes SQL
commands to the ISQL interface. The CGI program reads the response from the
interface, modifies the results with appropriate HTML tags, and displays the
results on a web page [2].
2.3 Security Solutions for the Enterprise Infrastructure
The company, Geneseek Inc, sees the enormous risk of exposing its critical
internal infrastructure to the Internet. Most security breaches occur due to the
lack of a strict security policy. Even the best technology is ineffective unless
good security habits are practiced. There are severa] aspects to security including
database security, network security, and remote access security. The primary
focus is on identifying suitable techniques for enforcing security for the network
perimeter to contain unauthorized intrusion from sources outside the corporate
network. Some of the techniques discussed involve security solutions such as Secure
Socket Layer (SSL) protocols for ensuring secure remote access, Internet Protocol
Security (IPSec) protocol for secure high speed access, Firewalls for blocking
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-unauthorized traffic, Network Address Translator (NAT) for conc alin OJ lwor
information from hac ers, Public Ke Cryptography for· harm in :ret.
The underlying operating system that ties the different fie ork function ( .
plays a major role in strengthening the network perimet r.. Linux uni variant:6 r
desktop architecture is extremely reliable and inherently resistant to many irus [11].
There is an added financial advantage to this operating sy tem be us many of th key
security solutions discussed in the following sections are available as freeware on
Linux. More vendors are supporting Linux on their latest products in light of the
growing interest in this operating system. Consequently network choices are governed
to a great extend by the functions and services they support and the operating system
that connects them to each other. Some network security alternatives are discussed in
the following sections.
2.3.1 Secure Socket Layer Solution
When people share financial information or any form of en tiv information
they need to confirm the identity of the person with whom they are
communicating, know for certain that the information was not tampered during
transit, and messages remains a secret until it reaches tbe other person. Secure
Socket Layer (SSL) protocols add these security attributes to data above the
transport layer on the computer where the data originates, to ensure a safe
context sensitive communication from computer-to-computer [5]. SSL is
increasingly popular and affordable because SSL client implementation is
preinstalled on the Netscape browser on almost all windows ba.s d persona.l
computers, and on the server side SSL module is a freeware for apache web
server [4J. SSL handshake protocol and SSL record protocol are the two
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components of the SSL protocol suite. SSL handshake proto 01 i I P fi !T
initiating a session between two entities by authenticating th pe rand
negotiating a mutually agreeable encryption algorithm, m s a auth nti ation
algorithm and its respective keys [3]. At the end of a handshake protocol a ecure
session is established and record protocols step in to encrypt the actual messages
and maintain its integrity. Figure (2.2) shows the SSL handshake procedure.
Chent Client hello Server
I. Verif)' server certificate,
extract server public key,
2. Encrypt pre-master secpet
server public key
5. Generate keys from
pre-master secret and
randoms
...
Client Random+gmt time+session ID
...
cipher suites +compression method
Server Hello
....
Server Random+gmt rime
+ session ID
\\ ·th Client key exchange
~
...
Master secret encrypted with
Finished
....
~
Application data
...
.... ...
Figure (2.2)
SSL Handshake Process
Adapted from /31
3. Decrypt pre-master
secret with private key
4. Generate keys
from pre-master secret
aDd roodoms
SSL snpports popular public key cryptography algorithms to authenticate tbe
corporate server and the client to each other. A pair of keys namely a private key
and a pubhc key is assigned to each client [3]. A Corporate server publishes its
public key to its customers/chents on a certificate and keeps its private key a
secret. The client verifies the certificate and public key issued in favor of the
corporate server by a certification authority [3, 4]. The same process is repeated
to authenticate tbe client to the corporate server. Once the clients are
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authenticated they proceed to hare a secret. A client encrypts a s ret u in the
public key of the corporate server. On receiving an encrypt d me sa th erv r
decrypts it using its private key. From now on the server and the client have a
shared secret. Encryption and decryption using public key algorithm involve
modular exponentiation to a very large base. Hence it is computationally
intensive and unsuitable for the actual message [3]. A more efficient alternative
is to use public key algorithm for the initial handshake and a symmetric
algorithm for the actual message. During handshake clients agree on a mutually
acceptable symmetric algorithm, a message authentication algorithm for the
message, and symmetric keys needed for the two algorithms. One time symmetric
keys have a short life span and hence it keeps the hacker from cracking the key
[4, 5]. Record protocols use the symmetric algorithms and the session keys
negotiated by the handshake protocols to encrypt the actual text exchanged
during a session. In order to preserve the integrity of the content during transit
and authenticate the source of the message, a Message Authentication Code
(MAC) is created using a message authentication algorithm and a shared secret
key [3]. A client who receives the message verifies the integrity by passing the
message through the same MAC algorithm and then keying the same shared
secret. Integrity of the message is guaranteed by SSL, if the MAC generated at
the receiving end matches the original MAC [5].
2.3.2 Virtual Private Networking using IPSec Protocol
Virtual Private Networking (VPN) is a relatively new secure data
transmission mechanism that is a popular choice for connecting small and mid
size corporations to its partners and clients. It has enormous business potential
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because it combines IP security protocols with broadband public n wor in
resulting in remote access connections comparabl to.a pri' ate Clin co,nnection
at a fraction of the cost [8].
Two types of VPN implementations are possible: client implementation at
each remote site, and a VPN gateway implementation at the corporate center.
Most of the VPN implementations follow IPSec protocol specifications for
ensuring that nodes involved in a communication are authorized, data exchanged
is not altered, and data remains a secret during transit [5, 8]. IPSec is
implemented at the network layer so all Internet Protocol (fP) based traffic and
any other traffic that travels over IP can use the VPN service [5]. Compared to
SSL, it is a more sophisticated security solution in terms of enhanced
performance in a distributed access environment, ability to establish consistent
security standards irrespective of the diversity of the environments connected,
and remarkable scalability to adapt to a high speed shared broa.dband
environment [6].
IPSec suite has a robust mechanism that manages security on a per flow basis
allowing clients to negotiate different levels of security by choosing some or all
of the security attributes such as authentication, encryption, or both over
individual connections [9]. Authentication Header (AH) protocol and
Encapsulation Security Protocol (ESP) are the two protocol components of the
IPSec suite that determine the level of security attributed to a connection.
These protocols encapsulate IP data packets using an AH or ESP packet
header or in some cases both AH and ESP headers before they are tmnsported over the
Internet [9]. Figure (2.3) shows the packet encapsulations for IP traffic [9]. The port
receiving the packets use the information on the AH header encapsulating IP packet to
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verify proof of origin of packets, data integrity, and anti J' play detection. SP h ad r
on the other hand does aU that an AH does in addition it en UTe daJ a
confidentiality and traffic flow confidentiality by encrypting the cont nt 0 tb
packets [5].
Authenticated
IP Header ESP Header TCP Header Payload ESP Trailer
I IP Header I AH
...
IP header
Encrypted
(a)
ITCP Header
Authenticate
(b)
EncQ'ptcd
Authenticated
(c)
Payload
Payload I
•
(a) IP Packet with ESP applied (b) IP Packet wilh AH applied IP packel with ESP and AH applied
Figure (2.3)
IP Packet Headers
Adapled from 191
IPSec protocols exercise separate security policies for individual traffic
flows. If two nodes A and B are communicating using IPSec then node A
maintains an IPSec policy called Inbound Security Associ.ations (SA in) for
traffic flow from B and another policy called outbound Security Associ.ation
(SAout) for traffic from A to B [5 J. An SA is protocols specific, hence if the two
nodes use AH and ESP protocols then each node stores two pairs of SA's [5J. An
SA policy describes the security arrangements between the two nodes. An IPSec
implementation reads the SA policy from an SA database to determine the
security measures exercised by the AH header or ESP header for traffic bound
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for a destination [9,5]. When a node initiates ,a connection for th fir t time there
is no SA associated with the destination addres . IPSec use a hand hak
protocol calJed Internet Key Exchange (IKE) protocol to mutually authenticate
the peers and negotiate the specific details of the SA such as algorithm and
shared secret keys.
IKE protocol stores this information as an IKE SA. Whenever a s SSlOn) set
up the SA database is referred for an SA for that connection .If SA does not exist
it refers to an IKE SA specification to negotiate an IPSec SA for that session [5,
9]. IPSec SAs are temporary and they expire at the end of its lifetime. Using the
information on IKE SA, an AH SA or ESP SA is generated repeatedly when SA's
expire [9, 10]. The keys for generating an IPSec SA are derived from the IKE
SA.
2.3.3 Access Control
Role based access control is a necessity in a distributed environment served by a
VPN. This is because VPN serves as a communication channel for two or more clas es
of service namely customer-to-business, employee-to-business, and business-to-
business. The risks are high if authorization and access privileges are the same for all
clients [16]. Role Based Access Control is implemented using a Lightweight Directory
Access Protocol (LOAP) that acts as a mediator between a user who request access to
resources and the central repository that stores access policies of aU resources [5]. This
central policy storage is complex and requires an excellent mediation system to
maintain communication and synchronization between various protocols, clients and
servers. Gutzmann describes the role of r-OAP in translating policy from a higher
level to a format more appropriate for network layer based security protocols such as
17
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IKE, AH and ESP [16]. The policy description for an IPSec based VPN networks is
very complicated. Doraswamy describes the attribute of an IPSec ompliant p li
[5] . 1 •
2.3.4 Authentication Mechanisms used by Internet Security Proto ols
Authentication is an important phase in verifying the credibility of clients that use
the corporate resources. IP address is a weak form of authentication because a hacker
can easily impersonate an IP address and earn access to the corporate network. Perlman
and Kaufman describes authentication schemes based on public keys and pre-shared
keys [IO]. The services provided by each mechanism, and its effectives in actual
business scenarios are also reviewed.
2.3.5 Network Address Translation
Network Address Translation (NAT) is a necessity in large IP based web
environments. Under the current conditions IP protocols are unable to deliver
exceptional web services because of the scarcity of registered fP addre ses. NAT
solves this problem to some extend when they are correctly configured in a
business environment [12]. Liebmann discusses the network scenarios that are
most suited for a NAT solution. He also studies the direct contradiction that
some protocols face in interoperating with a NAT enabled network [12]. Shieh et
al evaluates the root cause of these issues and determines a list of protocols that
are likely to be affected by aNAT [13].
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2.3.6 FirewaU
A Firewall is an integral part of network security. Tbe firewall functions bave
increased over tbe years. Current VPN solutions can implement a firewall policy
at the router or switcb without causing serious back up in traffic. Firewalls of
tbis kind usually monitor traffic at the network level. Firewalls are typically
instaIled at the remote location as well as the corporate site for serving specific
purposes. Blancbarski describes the nature of functions performed by firewalls at
the network layer [20]. King describes the security risks associated with VPN
implementations at the client site and suggests the use of personal firewall to
eliminate some of the vulnerabilities [6]. In another article be discusses the
extended functions performed by firewalls for monitoring irregularities in traffic
[19] .
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-CHAPTER 3
A WEB BASED BUSINESS SOLUTION
A web application is a tool that allows a remote user to interact with the
business logic residing on a corporate network. A web page is the first point of
contact for all classes of users. With the help of a simple visual presentation
these pages convey the purpose of each application. Forms use appropriate text
fields to accept information necessary to answer specific questions, or to perform
specific functions for the client. The data submitted through forms are sent to the
web server in Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) format. The intelligence of
an application resides in the executable Common Gateway Interface (CGI)
programs on the web server. It reads data from the form, converts it into a
format acceptable to the application, and generates SQL queries for accessing the
database to store, to retrieve, or to update information. SQL queries are
embedded in a script file that is executed by the ISQL interface. It then awaits
response from the ISQL interface and displays the response back to the user in a
web page format. A user who initiates the process is unaware of the sequence of
operations that take place in the background. Forms that initiate the applications
can be accessed from a web browser on the client's machine. The CGI programs
that interpret the contents of the form are written in the C programming
20
language, precompiled, and stored in the "/cgi-binl director on th w b TV r.
Fig
ure (3.1) describes the steps that take place behind the scene in a dynamic web
application [1].
Web Browser Web Server Application CGI ISQL Interface
I.Request a Form
2.Send a Form
3.Submit a Form
4.Forward to a CGI Program
5.Send SQL Scrip'.
6.Retrien Databll8e Response
Figure (3,1)
Sequence of Operations in a Web
Application
Adapted from PI
7.Reformatt d Database Re poose
8.Display 8S a HTML document
3.1 Description of Applications
Each application description includes a briefoutJine of the car executable
files, and the SQL procedure necessary to complete the transaction. The names of
the CGI programs, SQL procedures, and database tables are highlighted in bold
lettering. A visual presentation of the sequence of interactive HTML pages that
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illustrate the operation sequence are also included. Due to large ize of the
source files, a soft copy is available for further reference.
3.1.1 Re2istration of New Users
This process is done to open new accounts for customers in the database table
customers. When the registration is completed users are identified by a unique
identity customers.customerid. All other applications use this unique identity to
track information about the customer from other related database tables. Figure
(3.2) shows a registration form for accepting information from new customers.
Information from the form is submitted to a COl program.
Figure (3.3) shows the confirmation displayed on the monitor when registration
is complete.
3.1.1.1 customerre2istration.c2i
This COl program performs necessary steps to convert data from HTTP
format to text format. It then creates a unique identity for the customer by
attaching a random number to the last name of the customer. It then execute a
Sybase procedure scanforcustomer. This SQL procedure first scans the
customer's table to verify the presence of any previous records. If the search
returns a record then the customer is notified that be is already registered and he
is allowed to proceed to avail other web services, if the search returns no records
a new row is inserted into the database table customers.
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)
I When registration is complete the new customer is sent an email notifying
him of his new user identity. This email enters an inbox on a local email rver.
and emails are sent out the following business day.
3.1.1.2 scanforcustomer (@companyname, @firstname, @ iastname, @ department,
@ address, @ city, @ state, @ zipcode, @ country, @ title, @ phone, @ extension,@
[ax, @ userid, @ email )
This SQL procedure receives its parameters from the CGI program. Using the
parameters @companyname, @iastname, and @firstname it verifies if there are any
matching records in the database table customers. If the SQL select statement returns
no matches then it uses an insert statement to create a new customer account. This
procedure returns a confirmation back to the CGI program when the record is posted
successfully.
3.1.2 Accept Orders Online
Customers and partners use an order form to place orders electronically. An
order form accepts information such as user name, customerid, shipping address,
type of mailing, and type of payment, ... etc from the customer. A CO I program
processes information from the order form. On successfully completing an order,
the information is saved to the database table ordertable and then u er is
directed to an order detai I form. Figure (3.4) displ ays the form for accepting the
order and the sampledetails.
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-3.1.2.1 processorder.cgi
The data received from the order form is converted from HTTP format to text
format. An order record is identified by a unique identity ordertable.orderid. A
random number is generated and attached to the customer's surname to create the
identity. It then executes an SQL procedure saveorder to save information to the
database table ordertable. When the record is saved successfully the CGI
program generates an order detail form for the customer.
3.1.2.2 saveorder( @orderidvarchar(l5J, @Shipfirstname varchar{30J,
@Shiplastname varchar(30j, @customerid varchar(20J, @rdate varchar(20J,
@address varchar(JOOJ, @city varchar(30j, @State varchar(30J, @Zipcode
varchar(30J, @country varchar(30J, @phone varchar(30J, @ponumber varchar(lOJ,
@paymenttype varchar(30J, @Shipmethod varchar(30J )
This SQL procedure receives its parameters from a CGI program processorder.cgi.
Based on the method of shipping @Shipmethod, the freight charge is determined for the
order. It uses the Sybase function getdate ( ) to determine the date on which the order
was made. The parameters are posted as a new record to the database table ordertable.
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Figure (3.4)
Order Form
3.1.3 Save Order Details Corresponding to an Order
The order detail form receives information such as name of sample, type of
sample, name of test, volume of DNA, concentration of DNA, and type of primer
for each sample. A form can accept up to four samples at a time. The details are
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-submitted using the "add more samples" button if additional form are needed. If
a customer has entered all his samples he uses the" save and exit" button. Both
the buttons trigger the same CGI program. Figure (3.5) displays the form for
accepting samples for each order. Figure (3.6) displays the billing statement for
the order.
3.1.3.1 0 rderdetail.cgi
This executable file is designed to read data from the order detail form. It
consists of code that repeatedly scans consecutive rows of the order detail form.
During each loop the SQL procedure savesampledetail is executed to write the
sample detail information to the database table sampledetail. Each record is
identified by a unique identity sampledetail.sampledetailid which is a numerical
identity generated automatically by the Sybase database. The CGI program
prepares a billing statement when the order detail form is completed. In order to
create a virtual bill all the records corresponding to the order are read from the
sampledetail and ordertable database tables. It then computes the total sum of
unit price, sales tax, and freight charge to generate a detailed bill of expenses. [f
"add more samples" button triggers the CGI program then it generates additional
forms for the customer and repeats the same procedure until he submits the form
using a "save and exit" button.
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•3.1.3.1 savesampledetail( @orderid charO5), @Samplename varchar(20) ,
@typeofsample varchar(20), @volofdna varcharO 0), @conc varcharO 0), @primer
varchar(20) , @testname varchar(20), typeo(test varchar(20) )
This SQL procedure uses @testname to identify the price charged to the customer
for the test. The datatypes of @volofdana and @conc are then converted into a numeric
fonnat and the sample detail infonnation is inserted as a new record into the database
table sampledetail,
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Order Detail Form
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3.1.4 Update Sample Status when Samples are Received by Mail
When samples are received by mail at the corporate office they are checked
for damages and the status of column sampledetail.samplereceived is set to "yes"
when samples are intact. This is necessary because samples are moved to the
worktable only when the samples arrive without any damage. The employee
submits ordertable.orderid, and customers. customerid to track the sample details
posted electronically. A car program readls the data from the database table and
displays it as a form. Figure (3.7) displays the form for retrieving records from
table. Figure (3.8) displays the form used to update sample received status.
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3.1.4.1 samplestatusupdate.cgi
This CGI program retrieves the records from the database table sampledetail
that match the orderid and customerid submitted from the form. It adds Hyper
Text Markup Language (HTML) tags and displays the sample information to the
employee. A select box against each sample enables the employee to choose the
samples that were received intact. The completed form is submitted to another
CGI program.
3.1.4.2 updatesamplesta tus.cgi
This process reads each sample status and the corresponding sample detail identity
and passes it to an SQL procedure updatesampledetaill.
3.1.4.3 updatesampledetailH@sampledetailid varchar(20), @Samplestatus
varchar(j))
This procedure receives its parameters from the CGJ program
updatesamplestatus.cgi. The parameter @samplestatus.has a value "yes" when the
sample unit is received at the corporate office without damage. The field value
sampledetail.samplereceived on database table sampledetail corresponding to
@Sampledetailid is updated with the new value of @processstatus.
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3.1.5 Post Payment Information to Database.
When checks or credit card information from customers are received at the
central office, all the data pertaining to the payment are recorded in the database
table paymentl. Using a form an employee submits the customerid, orderid type
of payment, credit card number, date of payment, payment amount, ... etc to a
CGI program. Figure (3.9) displays the form for recording payments received.
3.1.5.1 savepayments.ce,i
This CGI program reads the field values from the payments form. It executes
an SQL procedure paymentproc to save the data to the database table paymentl.
rt also executes the Sybase procedure balance! to update the database table
accountbalancel to reflect the new payment.
3.1.5.2 payrnentproc( @customerid varchar(20), @orderid varchar(l5J, @pamount
char(J 5J, @pmethod varchar(20J, @checknumber varchar(30, @expdate varchar(20J,
@creditcardty,pe varchar(20J, @creditcardnumber varchar(30J, @notes varchar(lOOJ )
This process receives its parameters from the CGI program savepayment.cgi. It uses
a Sybase convert( ) function to convt.:rt @pamount to datatype dollar and @expdate to
datatype smalldatetime. The parameter @expdate is used to verify the expirey date on
the credit card payments. ft then saves the payment information as a new record on the
database table payment!.
3.1.5.3 balanceH @orderidl varchar(l5/ )
This process receives its parameters from the CG I program
savepayment.cgi. It computes the current dues for a certain @orderidl by
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calculating the total cost of all the tests, sales tax and freight charge from
the database table sampledetail. The sum total of a1l the payments are
computed from the database table paymentl for the same @orderidl. The due and
payments for the @orderidl and @customeridJ are updated to the database table
accountbalance1.
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3.1.6 Review Account History
A customer or partner can use this application to request a document showing
the latest account activity and review his latest account balance. A virtual
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document displays all payments posted after the date specified and account
balance information corresponding to each order. A customer submits his id Dtity
and a specific date to the CGr program to retrieve his records. Figure 3.1'0)
displays the latest account transactions and account balance.
3.1.6.1 viewaccountbalance.cei
The CGI program selects the latest records from the database table
accountbalancel using SQL procedure balancesheet. It then executes an SQL
procedure lastpayment to retrieve the latest payment records from the database
table payment! posted after a certain date. The CGI program retrieves the
records, reformats the data with HTML tags and displays it as a web page to the
customer.
3.1.6.2 balancesbeet ( cuslomeridl varchar(20) )
This process receives its parameters from the CG I program
viewaccountbalance.cgi. It retrieves all records from the database table
accountbalancel that match @cuslomeridl. It allows a customer to view the total.
dues and payments against all orders made by the customer.
3.1.6.3 lastpayment( @customerid1 varchar(l5), @dalel varchar(l5) )
This process receives its parameters from the CGr program
viewaccountbalaoce.cgi. It retrieves all records from the database table
accountbalancel that match the parameter @customerid1. This allows the
customer to see all the payment records from database table payment! made by
@cuslomeridl posted after @dateJ.
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Figure (3.10)
Account Information
3.1.7 Schedule a Batch of Samples for Testing
In response to a request from the laboratory, all records from a ampledetail
table that qualify for immediate testing are selected. A CGI program
selectworkscbed ule.cgi executes the SQL commands required to retrieve records
from the database table sampledetail that have arrived by mail and are waiting to
be tested.
3.1. 7.1 selectworkscbedole.cgi
This program executes an SQL script to select records that qualify for testing
from the database table sampledetail. It reads records, reformats the columns,
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adds HTML tags and displays it as a virtual form. A elect option allows the
employee to choose the samples for the lab. The records chosen by an employe
is submitted to a CGr program resetprocessstatu .cgi.
Figure (3.11) displays the form used for scheduling jobs for the laboratory.
3.1.7.2 resetprocessstatus.cgi
This program reads consecutive records submitted by the employee. It executes the
SQL procedure loadworktable to save each record to the database table worktable.
3.1.7.3 loadworktable (@processstatus varchar(20) , @Sampledetailid varchar(20))
This procedure receives its parameters from the CGI program
selectworkscbedule.cgi. If parameter @processtatus has a value "yes", then the record
from the database table sampledetail that match the parameter @sampledetailid are
copied to the database table worktable. It then resets the columns worktahle.
processstatus, sampledetail.processstatus to "IP" and worktableprocessstartdate to
current date to indicate that testing has been initiated.
3.1.8 Update Test Results to Database
An employee uses this process to save file location of results and comments
to the database. Test results are stored as a file. An employee uses a form to
ini.tiate a CGI program that selects all records on the worktable that are awaiting
results. Figure (3. I 2) displays the form used for saving results and file locations
to database.
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3.1.8.1 updateresultstoworktable.cgi
The CGI program executes an SQL query that selects records on the database
table worktable that are awaiting results. The records retrieved from the rSQL
interface are reformatted with suitable HTML tags and displayed a a virtual
document to the employee. Text fields are added for entering location of files,
and to enter specific remarks about the test. Using a select option an employee
chooses "yes" for all documents whose results are complete. He also enters the
new file location and comments corresponding to each test. The completed form
is submitted to another CGI program.
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3.1.8.2 saveresults.cei
This CGI program reads all the rows on the form and e ecutes an SQL
procedure saveresults to save selected rows back to the database table
sampledetail. When the process is complete it returns a confirmation back to the
employee.
3.1.8.3 saveresult( @processstatus varchar(10), @filelocalion varchar(50),
@remarks varcharO 00), @sampledetailid varchar(20) )
If the parameter @processstatus is set to "yes" the rows in database table
sampledetail are updated with the values @filelocation, and @remarks on
records identified by @sampledelailid.
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3.1.9 View Summary of Results
Customers can use this process to access test results and observations
electronically. He submits his orderid and customerid to a CGI program.
Figure (3.13) displays a form for accepting information for tracking results.
Figure (3:14) displays the outcome of tests and links to the files containing test
results.
3.1.9.1 viewresults.cgi
This CGI program executes an SQL procedure viewresults to verify if
payments have been made in full for the order. If there is no negative balance, all
the files locations containing test results and remarks about the test are retrieved
from the database table sampledetail. Appropriate HTML tags are attached to
the records so that a web page with all the URL links for the file locations can be
displayed to the customer. When the customer clicks on a relevant URL the
corresponding document is uploaded.
3.1.9.2 viewresults( @orderid varcharO 5), @customerid varchar(20) )
This Sybase procedure retrieves records from the database table accountbalanceI
and compares the credit and debit balance on the record corresponding to the @orderid.
{f the balance is paid in full the test results corresponding to @orderid and
@customerid are retrieved from the database table sampledetail.
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3.2 Design and Implementation of Database Tables
A web oriented relational database management system is expected to store
and manage bus1ness information using tables for a client/server environment. Its
performance is measured in terms of its ability to delegate multiple transactions
simultaneously without serious delay or latency [2]. The RDBMS should also be
scalable to meet future growth in business operations.
Since secur1ty and performance are at the core of Geneseek's web operations,
Sybase 11.9.2 architecture is ideal for hosting its database tables because of its
underlying support for linux [21]. Unlike windows based database systems, linux
based architecture is inherently more sound and more difficult to break into [20].
In addition it also has a virtual memory architecture that enhances its ability to
support multiple connections to the database server. Moreover there is added
financial advantage to choosing Sybase-ll.9.2 because it 1S an open source code.
A part of the business logic res1des on Sybase procedures as it acts as an
interface between the CGI programs and the database as it accepts parameters
from the applications, and executes queries to insert, select, delete and update
records on the database tables [2]. The tables for Geneseek's database are
designed on the basis of a detailed review of the business functions of the
interactive web applications, the workflow and the operations of the company 0
that they would reflect every aspect of the business unambiguously. Geneseek's
database consists of a group of related tables to store customer's personal data,
account information, balance sheet, inventory, and order logs and work status. A
one-to-many relationship is maintained between a primary key of the parent table
and the foreign key of child table to maintain referential integrity so that SQL
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statements can join records from parent and child table. Figure (3.15) illustrate
the relationship established between the tables.
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CHAPTER 4
SECURE REMOTE ACCESS INFRASTRUCTURE
Traffic belonging to two distinct classes of service, namely client-to-
business, and employee-to-business enter the corporate gateway using a remote
access mechanism. Knowing the service expectations of the remote users, nature
of information exchanged, and the level of security attributed to each class of
service will be helpful in identifying the most suitable Internet Security Protocol
for the mechanism. It is also important to enforce a role based access policy for
the two groups to enable access privilege strictly on the basis of job description
[16] .
The two classes of service can be described as follows:
• Customer-to -Business Customers who access the corporate web server
require limited access to the customer database residing behind the
firewall for occasional queries or updates. Each remote workstation may
be dependant on an analog modem for Ihternet connectivity. The traffic is
intermittent and not data intensive. File exchanges are few and far
between. Whenever such connections are enabled they should support a
minimum level of security, and file exchanges should be done in total
confidentiality. Most hacker attacks are launched from unsecured remote
hosts. Once the web server is compromised hackers can take over the
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internal network. Although a customer cannot be e pected to install
expensive devices or software for authentication some basic mea ures can b
mandated. The network and security protocols implemented at th client and
corporate servers should have adequate interoperability and scalability to
support future growth in business operations.
• Employee-to-Business An employee that goes outside the network needs
free access to the servers and applications and he expects the same level
of service from outside. The access privileges are unlimited and such
sessions should be strictly monitor~d. These employees require read,
write access to all database tables. The most suitable option would be to
isolate this service on private Jines, but that is too expensive. The other
alternative is to provide strong password authentication, encryption and
diligent monitoring features. This service is limited to employees who are
working from permanent remote locations such as home or a remote
office. A higher degree of financial commitment can be expected from the
employee in terms of high-speed connectivity, local implementations for
network level encryption, and customer premise equipment. Traffic i
data intensive and requires higher computation power from both
corporate servers and remote hosts. This form of network access can be
purchased from Internet service providers or it can be installed at the
customer premises.
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4.1 Internet Security Protocol Alternatives
Web enabled applications can be utilized fully only if there i an ef£ cti e yet
safe mechanism for communication from remote sites. The traditional private
line approach is no longer a viable alternative considering the numb r of
customer sessions supported simultaneously, instead SSL and IPSec protocols
offer a more affordable solution by utilizing the publicly available infrastructure
to build virtual and secure communication lines from remote locations to the
central office [8]. SSL and IPSec use simitar means to ensure that attributes such
as authentication, encryption, authorization, and message integrity of business
transactions are preserved. Although they have the same safety features they
address entirely different business environments. The performance of SSL and
rPSec protocol implementations on corporate sites are compared in terms of
ability to support heterogeneous client environments, ability to support multiple
clients, ability to maintain predictable performance under high traffic volum ,
and ability to scale to meet increased traffic and new applications. A r mote
access protocol is recommended based on how well it meets the company
specifications.
4.1.1 Implications of Using SSL
SSL applies security below the application layer and above tbe Tep layer and
so all applications that run over Tep such as FTP, TELNET, HTTP and EMAIL
can share the same SSL security infrastructure [3]. This is an ideal proposition
for customers and employees who access multiple services from time to time
from their bomes. Tbe client implementation of SSL is preloaded in almost all
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windows based web browsers. SSL protocols oft r strong ncryption and
authentication mechanism for its price and are ideal when business transaction
are few. SSL establishes secure context sensitive connections between a client
desktop and a corporate server [5]. This ensures end-to-end security during a
secure business transaction. However SSL is very slow when it has to support
high-speed bulk transactions because packet overheads are very high when
security is applied above the transport layer [3]. SSL protocols are independent
of the IP address and so a client can access the corporate server from locations
such as Internet cafe's and laptop computers. Since the SSL protocol does not
require an IP address to identify a client it can support a network address
translator at the corporate site [13]. Most of the security intelligence will reside
on the client's desktop and the corporate web server.
This is a very primitive networking philosophy and it is plagued by packet
overheads, and excessive delay because security encapsulation i applied above
the transport layer [3]. Moreover SSL protocols are limited to the transport lay r
and the degree of flexibility enjoyed by network level security protocols are
lacking in SSL which explains the reason why SSL cannot be implemented in
complicated network settings where intranet connections are needed between
LAN's [5]. SSL protocol is also prone to network level security violations that
remain undetected if security is applied above the transport layer [10, 17]. The
overhead of key negotiation is considerably large and consequently results in
delays. Although reusing cached handshakes by consecutive sessions reduces
latency, the delays due to packet overheads far outweigh the benefits of caching.
SSL has severe limitations when it is applied to a complex networking
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environment that supports thousands of con urr nt conn ction and in 0 e
cases a network level LAN-to-LAN connection [17).
4.1.2 Implications of Using IPSec
IPSec, on the other hand, applies a more sophisticated form of security by
encrypting and encapsulating data packets at the network layer on the TeP/IP
stack. Large networks that support multiple services can use the same network
level security infrastructure on all forms of traffic irrespective of the
applications where the traffic originates, and the types of transport protocols
used by the traffic. In addition IPSec based VPN solutions are offering the latest
techniques and protocols to effortlessly manage thousands of users scattered
worldwide. New versions of VPN also support NAT, dynamic key infrastructure
for exchanging public keys, automatic client configuration, and firewall policies
at the network level to enhance the service features available on the same box.
Using a database of security associations or SA's, IPSec can allocate different
security features to individual users based on the type of header chosen to
protect the packets. Figure (2.3) illustrates the choices available for IP traffic.
[PSec protocols have the flexibility of operating in two modes namely transport
mode and tunnel mode. If IPSec protocols are applied to the transport layer it is
said to be in transport mode, if it is applied at the network layer it is said to he in
tunnel mode. In transport mode IPSec offers security for host-to-host
communication. Tunnel mode on the other hand operates even on intermediate
nodes located between the ultimate destinations. When IPSec protocols operate
in tunnel mode it can offer services for multiple forms of communication
including host-to-host, gateway-to-gateway, and host-to-gateway [9, 5]. These
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unique encapsulation features, allow IPSec to support din reQt type of network
connections in a complex network setting. Since security encapsulati n. is applied
at the network layer, at the lower end of the rep/IF tack, pack to, rheads are
considerably reduced [5]. Consecutive sessions set up between th arne end
points can avoid delays associated with CPU intensive handshake protocols at the
beginning of each session by reusing session handshake information from
previous sessions [10].
The main concern with IPSec solution is that each vendor implements his own
interpretation of the IPSec standards causing incompatibility between different
versions of the same security standard [8]. These issues are typical of any
evolving technology because the standards are continuously changing [8]. Once
the IPSec standards are established throughout the industry, the lack of
interoperability can be minimized. Enterprises can run into difficulties if
hardware at the client site does not support the VPN software correctly. These
configuration issues can be solved to an extent by automatically configuring the
client environment and implementing the necessary IPSec cl.ient software as part of the
connection process [6]. Internet Security Association and Key Management
Protocol (ISAKMP) protocols located on the corporate server perform the
automated client configuration. This is a very convenient feature when a large
number of customer accounts must be activated at short notice.
Another serious aspect of the client implementation is the difficulty in placing
security restrictions on the desktops used for remote access [15]. If employees access
the Internet through DSL cable modems they are part of a local service provider loop
that is always connected to the public network. Hackers can guess the range of IP
addresses available and run scans to detect targets that are connected. Once they hit a
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target they use it to launch attacks on the corporate erv [1'. Tb lack of cun at the
client desktop can be addressed by enforcing orne simple measur such as p ronal
fuewalls to detect viruses and warn of suspicious hacker acti ity. r t1"iction on
downloading vulnerable soft ware, and strict policies for storing proprietary corporat
information [15].
IPSec standards can be deployed effectively in a virtual private network
setting with some foresight and planning. Based on the of the evaluation
conducted during the course of this work, IPSec has emerged as an ideal choice
for the VPN infrastructure that serves Geneseek, because of its a.bility to manage
a large number of clients effectively, and to maintain separate security policies
for its customers and employees.
4.2 Authentication and Autborization of Users
Determining an ideal security protocol is only a part of the solution. Ther
are other steps necessary to authenticate and authorize u ers to access the web
services. Current rPSec implementations at the corporate center offer
infrastructure to authenticate using public keys or a pre-shared secret key. In the
case of a public key it needs Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) to issue certificate
containing public keys for first time clients, anG to verify the validity of public
keys submitted on public certificates when the client requests a connection [7].
When pre-shared keys are used instead of public keys, either RADIUS or Novell
Directory Service is necessary to manage and store pre-shared keys belonging to
customers.
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PKI is an automated mechanism faT mana ing large-scale operation for a
worldwide audience because certificates can be issued, and sent to til li nt
electronically in virtually no time. On the other hand a pa sword or pr -shared
key must be generated and stored on the RADIUS server manuaJJy. It i then sent
to the client on a floppy disk. The lIser must load the client implementation
before accessing the corporate server. The server verifies the password, and then
allows the customer to access the web service. This process is error prone, and
difficult to manage when thousands of users need access to the corporate office.
A PKI model, is more appropriate for authenticating Geoeseek's customers
and clients, because its clientele is expected to grow exponentially. In keeping
with the level of secrecy associated with Geneseek's transaction it is safer to
supervise the PKI servers within the company.
Maintaining separate passwords to access each server on the network is
i,neffective in a complex network environment that basts multiple services [16].
A more suitable alternative is to use a single centralized authority at the network
level to differentiate access privileges based 00 the class of service a ociated
with a specific user name or traffic flow. Once the clients are identified
positively they are allowed to exercise their access rights. When these cl ients
retrieve records from the corporate server or send data to the server, packets are
secured based on the attributes defined by the SA policy [5J. Policies for client
are at a central database. A mechanism such as a Light Weight Directory Access
Protocol (LDAP) is used to distribute policy from the central database to the
remote clients and the central VPN server when connections are requested [5, 16].
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4.3 Message Encryption and Authentication f )
An IPSec based VPN solution is only as strong as its encryption algorithm.
Such algorithms encrypt data to ensure end-to-end confidentiality. Henc th
symmetric algorithms for encryption and message authentication cannot b .
compromised. During an initial handshake, peers negotiat the algorithms for
encryption, verify the authenticity of user identity, and exchange the symmetric
keys for the algorithms. Strong algorithms are selected for message encryption
and message authentication to make it increasingly difficult for hackers to guess
the key and decipher the actual text [5]. Hence the data receives a higher degree
of protection against being exposed.
Message authentication is a measure taken to detect if encrypted text has been
tampered during transit. Running the running the actual message through a hash
algorithm creates a Message Authentication Code (MAC). MAC is then sent
along with the encrypted message to the receiving end. The recipient decrypt the
actual message and then runs the text through a hash algorithm. The MAC'
created are identical if the message remains intact throughout transit. Most IPSec
implementations support a keyed hash (HMAC) because they generate hashes in
less time and are cryptographically stronger [5].
4.4 Network Address Translation
Web based business units offer a number of services to its customers. When
more servers interact with the public, there is a greater need for unique IP
addresses than before. Enterprises cannot limit Internet connections to servers,
personnel computers, and other devices because of the scarcity of public IP
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HTTP, and FTP [19]. Functions also include content filtration oftraffi for certain URL
destinations, detecting viruses embedded in encrypted messages, and maintaining
detailed reports on client activity such as length of session data transferred, etc
[20]. Firewalls and IPSec protocol implementations are sometimes located on the
same box because the two entities complement each other in terms of security. It has
been found to more beneficial to apply a firewall policy behind the IPSec
infrastructure because the firewall cannot filter the message content unless they are
decrypted [6].
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
This thesis has the objective of solving a unique business problem for a bio-
echnology company named Geneseek Inc. The company aspires to be a pioneer in the
biotech world, by launching the first virtual laboratory on the World Wide Web. This
project is a very big undertaking considering the scope for customer-to- business,
employee-to-business, and business-to-business operations that could be launched over
the web.
This work focuses on understanding the flow of operations that take place at the
corporate office to identify efficient solutions for automating the customer centered
operations that would other wise be time consuming and enor prone when handled by
customer representatives. These solutions are aimed at transferring some control to the
customer to give the customer the convenience of placing orders, tracking the status of
the orders and payments, downloading results, etc from the his office. The solution also
offers a variety of services to employees who wish to manage the back office system
remotely.
These applications currently are running in a Linux based environment loaded on a
Pentium system. An Apache Server loaded on the same device hosts the application
including the web pages and the executable CGJ programs. The CGJ programs for these
applications were developed in a Linux environment using C. A Sybase-l1.9.2 RDBMS
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system was configured and implemented in the Linux environment to support th, back
office system,
The company elected to adopt an Internet based remote access solution in light of
the prospects of secure, affordable and effective service comparable to that of a private
line. During the course of this project the various alternatives for connecting the clients
and employees to the corporate center were explored and a set of techniques and
guidelines that would be most appropriate for guarding the company's network
perimeter were identified and recommended.
The actual business applications launched by the corporate business infrastructure
will be an enhanced adaptation of the working model created by this project. When the
applications are moved to the corporate site, services can be accessed through a web
browser from the client location. Additional services can be easily incorporated to add
services like inventory management and business-to-business transactions as the
technology evolves to simplify directory-to- directory transfer of data in different
semantics. The facts about VPN protocols clearly suggest that it cannot be limited to
connecting clients to the corporate office. VPN protocols are improving to extend
intelligence and security beyond the access gateways to include intermediate routers
and switches. This creates immense possibilities for expanding the corporate network
so that partners and branch offices can freely access information resources and services
located at the corporate office.
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